A webpage has been created by PJM to list the THEO, PLC and NSPL Methodology Inventory (“Inventory”). The Inventory will include the following fields for each Electric Distribution Company (“EDC”) and Transmission Owner (“TO”) as applicable: utility name, location of methodology, link to methodology, additional information, last revised date and notice of filing. EDCs and TOs will be responsible for notifying PJM and providing any necessary updates to their respective entry on the Inventory.

Each EDC/TO will also be responsible for updating the Inventory to reflect any change to their respective (1) M-1 or M-2 FERC tariffs; (2) state commission tariffs affecting THEO, PLC, or NSPL; or (3) company web site postings affecting THEO, PLC, or NSPL. Such updates shall be provided no later than simultaneously with the respective filing or company website change on a best efforts basis. Updates to the Inventory should be sent to PJM via email at THEO-PLC-NSPL_Inventory@pjm.com. PJM shall provide notice of any updates to the Markets and Reliability Committee (MRC) representatives. The foregoing procedure shall not impose any additional notice requirements on EDCs/TOs with M-1 or M-2 FERC tariffs.

**Inventory Locations**

A link to the THEO, PLC and NSPL Methodology Inventory will be posted to the following locations on the PJM website:

**RPM Auction User Information**

**Network Integration Transmission Service Revenue Requirements and Rates**

**Demand Response Reference Materials**